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ÒIÕve got a sheep with three legs if anybody wants it?Ó  
Re-visioning the Rural Economy 
Andy Crabtree, Alan Chamberlain, Stela Valchovska, Mark Davies, 
Kevin Glover & Chris Greenhalgh 
School of Computer Science, University of Nottingham, UK 
{Firstname.Lastname}@nottingham.ac.uk 
Abstract. This paper reports on a study of 4CG, a cooperative enterprise located in rural 
Wales. 4CG operates for the good of the local economy and seeks to diversify its 
commercial portfolio through the creation of an online shop retailing goods and services 
from local suppliers. The paper compliments prior field studies focusing on rural 
enterprise and the challenges posed by this category of business for IT support. The 
current study is motivated by 4CGÕs interest in setting up a local online shop and 
explicates the organisational issues that this venture turns upon and elaborates for 
broader sustainability agendas.  
Introduction 
Local online shopping cooperatives Ð i.e., multiple traders located in a small 
geographical area operating under the auspices of a single online identity Ð are 
springing up left, right and centre; particularly in rural contexts where food 
producers and artisans are banding together and exploiting online solutions to 
enhance their businesses. A cursory search of the Internet with terms such as 
Ôonline farm food collectiveÕ reveals a multitude of local initiatives spread across 
the globe, or the westernised part of it at least. The turn to the local is mirrored on 
a broader scale by online solutions such as Milo or AmazonÕs ÔLocalÕ online 
shopping brand, and IBM (2013) predicts that Òbuying local will beat onlineÓ in 
the not too distant future. Evidently there is increasingly broad interest in the 
local as a key factor in consumersÕ decision-making.  
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This paper sets aside corporate efforts to trade on the local. It focuses instead 
on grassroots initiatives that seek to leverage the digital to add value to 
geographically bounded communities of producers, retailers and consumers. We 
adopt this particular perspective because it is employed by the people in our 
study, who seek to develop an online shop to support local enterprise. Their 
orientation to the local is possessed of some unique characteristics and challenges. 
Key amongst these is the need to assemble and sustain a collective identity and 
coherent service provision on an entirely different level of scale. We are dealing, 
then, not with the global dressed up as the local, but the local as a thing that is in a 
great many respects available just here, for just these people, in just this place, at 
just this time.  
The aim here is not to scale up. As prior studies have elaborated (Crabtree and 
Chamberlain 2014), not all businesses want to do this. On the contrary, many 
small and micro enterprises avoid scaling up and seek instead to Ômake a decent 
livingÕ along with a contribution to the local communities they are part of and 
whose well-being they help and want to help sustain. In turning to online 
shopping, they donÕt rule out trading further afield, or the sale of generally 
available goods, but this is not their primary concern. This paper seeks to 
understand what makes this kind of local endeavour tick and, in doing so, to 
elaborated Ôwhat keeps the roof onÕ the online shop Ð what holds the enterprise up 
as it were and drives the adoption of technology Ð as trader collectives turn to 
online solutions in a bid to help them make a living locally. 
Our study suggests that there is a great deal more to setting up an online shop 
that configuring the underlying technology. Key to the endeavor is the 
specification and configuration of an enterprise model, which the technology will 
have to support. Our study reveals that this turns upon defining the scope and 
function of an online shop, working out the logistics of delivery and supply, 
costing the operation, identify and handling risks, and engaging the local 
community, and that these issues are themselves shaped by an underlying concern 
with sustainability and the Ôre-visioning of consumptionÕ (Goodman 2009). The 
re-visioning turns upon reworking the relationship between the global and the 
local, formulating strategies for reconfiguring the global and the parochial to add 
local value, exploiting manifold expertise to delineate stakeholder relationships 
and value chains, and engaging the local community to create the necessary 
context in which the reconfiguration can take place, all of which trades on putting 
sustainability first and making technology answerable to it. 
Methodology 
The question we pose as to Ôwhat keeps the roof onÕ the local online shop Ð what 
holds the enterprise up and drives the adoption of technology - is motivated in 
many respects by long-standing ethnographic interest in the Ôwork to make 
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technology workÕ (see, for example, Harper and Hughes 1993). This 
methodological interest is also spoken about in terms of the Ôinvisible workÕ 
involved constructing technologies and putting them to use (Suchman 1994). It 
has its roots in Harold GarfinkelÕs Studies in Ethnomethodology (Garfinkel 1967) 
and the mundane (taken for granted and largely ignored) work that people must 
do to construct a technology and get it to work (any kind of technology, not just 
digital). Accompanying this is a disciplinary interest in the workÕs sociological 
character, particularly its ÔorganisationalÕ character. In asking Ôwhat keeps the 
roof onÕ the local online shop, we are therefore asking two interrelated questions: 
¥ What work does technology adoption turn upon? 
¥ What organisational characteristics does the work possess? 
We consider these questions with respect to the ÔoccasioningÕ of a local online 
cooperative shop, which provides ready insight into the work and its organization 
from a practical rather than a theoretical viewpoint (Zimmerman and Pollner 
1970, Anderson et al. 1989). The occasioning was done by 4CG, which has been 
participating in our fieldwork activities since late 2012. 4CG is concerned with a 
broad range of issues involved the sustainable development of the local economy. 
Our engagement with 4CG has involved a range of stakeholders, including 
members of the board and local businesses, in an effort to understand something 
of the challenges that confront systems design for rural enterprise in a developed 
context.  
The fieldwork approach might be called ÔclassicalÕ insofar as it makes little use 
of technology. Interviews and workshops were occasionally recorded on audio, 
but we have largely relied on the immersion of two fieldworkers in the setting and 
the development of local knowledge, which has largely been documented in field-
notes. Both fieldworkers have been active in the field for two years. One of them 
focused very specifically on 4CG, engaging in periodic visits (approximately 
quarterly) to understand through observation and informal interview the 
organisationÕs entrepreneurial character and its approach to developing the local 
economy.  
The other fieldworker was embedded in the field. Living near to the fieldsite 
and visiting it on a regular basis (monthly certainly and frequently on a weekly 
basis) the fieldworker has become a Ôfamiliar faceÕ and Ôtrusted intermediaryÕ. 
This has enabled the engagement of a broad range of community stakeholders 
(including local businesses, customers, councillors, and regional development 
agencies) in our research (Chamberlain et al. 2013). The fieldworker has also 
conducted observational studies of local enterprises (Crabtree and Chamberlain 
2014), and coordinated meetings between interested stakeholders and our own 
development team to explore potential design opportunities. This body of 
fieldwork underpins the work reported here, which focuses on two workshops 
held by 4CGÕs board members in 2014 dedicated to exploring the development of 
the local online shop.  
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The workshops were recorded on audio and analysed with respect to the 
Ômundane reasoningÕ (Pollner 1987) manifest in the board membersÕ discussions. 
In contrast to conversation analysis, which focuses on the mechanics of talk 
(Sacks et al. 1974), analysis here focuses on what is being done in the course of 
talking (Lynch 1993). The aim is to identify ÒworkÕs thingsÓ (Garfinkel 1986) Ð 
i.e., the objects of mundane reasoning made visible in the conversational topics 
being Ôworked onÕ and Ôworked upÕ over the course of the board membersÕ 
conversation. Analysis consists, then, in a close examination of the board 
membersÕ talk and identification of the ÔendogenousÕ topics occupying their 
discussions, which is to say that the topics are defined by parties to the 
conversation, not by us (Garfinkel and Wieder 1992). Presentation of the results 
involves the use of conversational vignettes to detail and elaborate workÕs things 
as given in participantsÕ talk. This analysis of workÕs things reveals a host of 
organisational issues key to involved constructing the technology and putting it to 
use. 
4CG 
Cymdeithas Cynnal a Cefnogi Cefn Gwlad - the Society to Sustain and Support 
the Rural Countryside or 4CG - is a cooperative venture located in the small town 
of Cardigan in Wales (4CG). By Ôcooperative ventureÕ we mean it is a legally 
defined enterprise registered under the Industrial and Provident Societies Act 
1965 (National Archive). It is a special kind of enterprise in the UK that it is and 
has to be cooperatively owned by its members and it must operate on the basis of 
Ôone member, one voteÕ (HMRC).  
ÒThe first ever recorded cooperative was created in Fenwick, Scotland, in March 1761, when a 
group of local weavers came together to form the Fenwick WeaversÕ Society É From these 
humble beginnings, the cooperative movement has expanded exponentially. In the UK alone, 
cooperative society membership has increased from 100,000 in 1863, 4 million in 1918, to 
over 15 million in 2013.Ó (HM Treasury) 
Co-operatives UK estimates that over one billion people worldwide have a stake 
in cooperative enterprises, with an annual turnover exceeding one trillion dollars 
(Co-operatives UK). Cooperative enterprises may operate for the benefit of their 
members or they may operate for the benefit of the local community, in which 
case they are classified as a Community Benefit Society or ÔbencomÕ. Bencoms 
must, by legal requirement, be run for the benefit of people who are not members 
of the cooperative. Examples of bencoms include, retail cooperatives, sports 
clubs, housing and community associations, and credit unions. Bencoms are 
subject to charity law, which means in this particular case that the UKÕs ÔtaxmanÕ 
HMRC decides whether or not they are eligible for tax relief. Good reasons for 
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granting it include redevelopment, regeneration and community housing projects 
(Charity Commission). 
4CG was created in 2010 by six local entrepreneurs to foster redevelopment 
and regeneration in and around Cardigan. Share capital has been raised through 
broad community participation. In the three and half years since 4CG was 
established it has come to be supported by over 700 shareholders holding over 
1400 shares between them with a total investment in excess of £280,000. Shares 
cost £200 each and personal shareholding is capped at the maximum UK 
subscription limit of £20,000. Prospective shareholders unable to raise the money 
to buy shares outright have been offered financial support by the local credit 
union. This has resulted in a relatively large number of shareholders who mostly 
own one or two shares and represent the interests of a substantial part of the 
Cardigan community (Cardigan has a population of 4000).  
4CG was and is motivated by the need to enhance the ongoing viability of the 
town. As one of the cooperativeÕs founding members puts it, 
We need money coming into the area É to safeguard future employment 
for our children which, in turn, safeguards our language, our heritage 
and our culture. 
The cooperative is not driven by ordinary commercial motives then, but is 
concerned to enrich the local area through the development of enterprises that 
directly benefit the local community. By way of illuminating what is at stake 
here, members of the cooperative and the broader populace mounted an 
unsuccessful campaign to reject a planning proposal for the building of (another) 
national chain supermarket (or large grocery store) in the town. As a member of 
the cooperativeÕs board of directors puts it, 
We want to stop people going to TescoÕs, you know, try and get people 
to buy locally. 
Despite failing to block the proposed development there is broad interest among 
the townsfolk to develop alternatives that add and retain value within the local 
community, and 4CG has started to develop a number of enterprise initiatives to 
enhance the local economy.  
The Online Cooperative Shop 
The idea of developing an online cooperative shop is one such initiative, and that 
4CG see great potential value in. An important part of the mix here is the 
motivation for creating an online shop. While there has been a broad turn to 
online shopping in society at large, it is the local effects of this that motivate the 
cooperativeÕs turn to the digital. As one of the board members puts it, 
People really donÕt realise the consequences of shopping in multi-
national supermarkets Ð the money that leaves Cardigan through the 
tills of the supermarkets, wafting away. 
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The online supermarket or grocery store is just as much a source of this Ôwafting 
awayÕ of money from the local economy as the physical superstore, and 
countering this is a key driver motivating the creation of the local online 
cooperative shop: 
If we can É just get people to realise that the future of this town 
depends on É getting the money to stay circulating in our local 
economy É not helping the Cayman Islands. 
One of the key problems confronting the local online shop revolves around 
defining what the local actually is. A matter that vexed the board members at the 
outset of their discussions: 
Sarah: The shop in Priory Street Ð is it Premier or something itÕs 
called? 
James: Yes, thatÕs it. 
Sarah: A kind of Spar type of shop? 
James: Yes, itÕs not local though is it? 
Gordon: ItÕs a chain É a supermarket [another national grocery store]. 
Outlets for national chains are not defined as local then, but what about goods 
and produce stocked by shops that are considered to be local?  Things like baked 
beans or washing powder or many of the other commonplace goods that can be 
found in grocery stores large or small across the country: 
Sarah: ItÕs not all home grown out there. 
James: É itÕs not local but É thereÕs still money there. It doesnÕt 
have to be locally produced, just local shops É if you go round just 
securing local produce itÕs going to be too small. 
So generally available goods sold by local shops are acceptable, indeed being able 
to supply them is seen as critical to the endeavour. It is not the origins of the 
goods per se that matters, then, but who makes profit on them and where that 
profit essentially resides: in the local economy rather than Ôthe Cayman IslandsÕ. 
So what is local? Any enterprise whose profit is principally retained in and 
around the town. This does not mean that multi-national businesses donÕt benefit, 
but it does mean that more money circulates within the area. 
The turn towards online shopping is also motivated by the perceived value that 
local trade can offer the consumer: 
Susan: É theyÕd have a choice of not one butcher, but two butchersÕ, 
three bakers É 
Sarah: ItÕs the scale of what we offer here É 
James: Yes É if we look at our floor space, shop space, itÕs bigger 
than Tesco. 
Added value is not only construed of in terms of choice, it also turns on matters of 
quality and cost: 
William: I mean Glebelands now, their vegetables are cheaper than Aldi 
and people are actually travelling to St DogmaelÕs to get this stuff 
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because itÕs good produce and itÕs actually cheaper É prices dictate 
to people at the end of the day. 
Sarah: I think people will look at their total shopping basket price É 
you could pay more for toilet roll [but] youÕre getting your kale ten 
pence cheaper É counterbalanced by the fact that IÕm getting my fresh 
veg and my fresh meat from local suppliers. 
James: What about the bread then in Bedwyn Ð compared to the bread up 
in AldiÕs? 
Susan: You really canÕt compare Ð thatÕs something you have to pay 
extra for - the bread in the supermarkets is disgusting. 
Choice, cost and quality are perceived by the board members to be the 
hallmark of the local and key drivers for shopping locally. They are offset, 
however, by convenience: 
William: People vote with their feet; at the end of the day it comes 
down to the price.  
James: Yes but itÕs not as simple because you donÕt shop in Tesco 
because itÕs cheaper, you do it because you Ð convenience - itÕs more 
than cash, seven days a week, 24/7 É a lot of people, you see, are in 
work nine Ôtil five and the reason that they donÕt support is that. 
Susan: One of the biggest problems weÕve got with the High Street, 
thereÕs no parking there, you canÕt park outside a shop and run in. 
Shops that have got parking do much better than the shops that 
havenÕt. 
James: The whole purpose of Internet shopping is convenience, isnÕt 
it?  
The online shop is seen as a means of hurdling the convenience barrier that so 
badly affects local trade (not only in Cardigan), and of capitalising upon the 
added value offered by local businesses to enhance the local economy. It is one 
thing to have a motive for developing an online shop, another to actually develop 
it however. We turn next to consider a range of perceived challenges that confront 
the shopÕs development.  
Development Challenges 
Specific challenges confronting the creation of the online shop include defining 
its scope and function, working out the logistics of delivery and supply, costing 
the shop, defining risks, and risk management strategies, and engaging the local 
community. We discuss each of these below. As above, quotes are drawn from 
board members who attended the workshops (real names are not used, though 
they do reflect the participantÕs actual genders). 
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Defining the Scope and Function of the Online Shop 
Defining the scope and function of the online shop is in many respects about 
defining the business model that should be implemented and its purpose. Not 
surprisingly a range of models were proposed. The first of these represents a 
simple extension of the existing town market, shifting the market traders online to 
extend customer access from one day a week. Accompanying this were ideas for 
speciality boxes and ready meals, all of which were considered to be reasonable 
starting points but not sufficient in the longer term. The idea of a Òcore shopÓ 
emerged as an alternative, premised on the recognition that most people routinely 
buy a core set of things on a regular basis (bread, meat, vegetables, etc.), but 
again this was seen as problematic:  
Susan: The supermarkets have got it right, and if you canÕt beat them, 
join them; you have to play them at their own game É the customer - 
they expect to get everything they want in one stop, in one place - so 
if we could offer as much as we can without going completely over the 
top, you know, all the shopkeepers would jump at the chance. 
James: WeÕre talking about our own supermarket, really. 
Susan: Yes, the independent republic of 4CG. 
James: We could call it CBay.] 
While appealing, nailing down the actual scope of a local online supermarket 
directly competing with national chains was also problematic: 
William: I think the main thing we want to achieve is to help the High 
Street É because theyÕre struggling. If we had a delivery-type of 
system É and include all the shops on the High Street, then at the end 
of the day weÕd be helping them to basically survive. 
Sarah: ThatÕs definitive, is it? It is for the High Street? Do you 
mean every single shop? So weÕre talking about the butchers and the 
bakers É 
William: The pharmacies as well, IÕd say. 
Susan: I think if you take all of the local shops in Cardigan, you 
know, what else do we need? YouÕre looking at local chemists, hardware 
stores, butchers É 
William: The thing is itÕs not just limited to the High Street, other 
people Ð fishermen - you knowÉ 
James: Farmers. 
William: Farmers Ð if somebody wants half a cow. 
James: IÕve got a sheep with only three legs if anybody wants it? 
Sarah: I just donÕt think weÕve defined what weÕre trying to do. 
William: Well yes, but thatÕs what weÕre here for, I think. 
James: We have to be able to cater for whatever it is people want.  
Susan: We need to be able to deliver almost everything.  
Gordon: ItÕs a tall order though, isnÕt it? 
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Tall order or not, each of the business models proposed was construed of under 
the same functional auspices: to enhance and not compete with local trade. 
Whether extending access to the town market and the products it supplies, 
supporting the core shop, or creating a full-blown supermarket, all parties felt it 
important that whatever model was adopted it should not impact negatively on 
any of the local traders and producers.  
Coordinating Delivery 
A key issue that occupied the board members in their discussion of the online 
shop was delivering local products to customers. This was seen to be more than 
simply a logistical matter, but a primary way in which 4CG could itself add value 
to the local economy: 
Sarah: I think coordinating deliveries - take that as a starting point 
- is a good idea actually. What does 4CG add to what exists currently? 
I think coordinating deliveries is quite a good starting point to 
think about what role the organisation could play. 
Coordinating delivery would enable the organisation to act as an intermediary and 
facilitator to local trade, though of course the questions arose as to just how it 
should fulfill this role and actually do the delivering? Several mechanisms were 
proposed and considered, along with a number of practical concerns. 
In the first instance Ôpiggy-backingÕ on local traders was considered as 
consider as key means of coordination: 
Sarah: ItÕs the logistics of it, isnÕt it?  
Susan: Dewi Jones delivers. Keith delivers. Why do we have all these 
individual trades-people deliver?  
Sarah: The chemists deliver prescriptions. TheyÕre all set up for that 
sort of thing already. 
Susan: If Keith is delivering his meat plus - what we want - heÕs 
delivering somebody elseÕs potatoes, something from the chemist É you 
know. If we can get them to work together, to pull together, then you 
use one delivery for everything.  
Richard Jones: To get everyone together, yes. 
Susan: ThatÕs a tall order though. 
Given the tallness of the order alternatives were considered including hiring 
vehicles locally and a do-it-yourself solution. With respect to the costs associated 
with the latter, of buying and maintaining a vehicle and employing a driver, the 
idea was also floated of using electric vehicles and setting up the infrastructure to 
recharge them in order to reduce long term costs.  
Then there was the issue of frequency: how often to do delivery? Everyday, 
three times a week, once a week? There was no clear answer but the dilemma was 
clear: 
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William: One of the reasons Pembrokeshire Farmers failed was because 
they were only delivering once or twice a week É if you want something 
normally you need it É within 24 hours. 
James: I donÕt know - if you havenÕt got toilet paper you want it now 
É 
Gordon: ItÕs urgent. 
Susan: I think that would be above and beyond the call of duty. 
So how often to do deliveries? More than once or twice a week, probably within 
24 hours, but not same day. 
Cost was a reoccurring issue in the delivery discussion. A range of potential 
solutions that revolved around the notion of Òcollection pointsÓ rather than door-
to-door delivery were proposed to mitigate delivery costs. Potential solutions 
included setting up a central collection point: 
Susan: Yes, a convenient central point, easy parking. 
James: Or someone loads you. 
Gordon: And you scrub their car-park ticket if theyÕre only there for 
five minutes. 
William: Or like McDonalds, like a drive-through. Can you imagine if 
youÕve got a couple of smallish kids in the back, in the chairs or 
whatever, you donÕt want to have to go to the High Street, you just 
drive through, thereÕs a little kind of small area where you just grab 
the box, put it in the back and just drive home. 
Community satellites were also considered Ð where deliveries for a group of 
people would be dropped off at one place for collection - as were post offices and 
shops in the outlying areas around the town: 
William: Instead of delivering to the actual customer É we deliver to 
say the local post office and they have a bank of lockers where you 
have your own locker. So you just deliver it, put it in there, lock it 
and then the customer just picks it up at his own leisurely time. That 
would be attractive to the local shop because that in itself brings 
customers to the shop - and we save money on delivery, we donÕt have 
to go round all the houses; so we could make the delivery cost that 
much cheaper É In recent years a lot of post offices have shut in 
rural villages and that might just make the difference to them staying 
open. 
Accompanying and extending this idea was that of the bespoke unit, such as a 
container, that could be situated alongside rural shops or other venues Òlike they 
do in Canada and AustraliaÓ so as to handle anticipated storage problems in 
village shops, which are typically quite small. This in turn prompted discussion of 
the delivery boxes: 
Susan: How big is a box of your weekly shop? 
Gordon: Well imagine how much you put in a trolley. 
Susan: So weÕd need a selection of boxes Ð like the family box, 
couples, and singles.   
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It wasnÕt just the size of the delivery boxes that were of concern, food safety 
was a key issue too: 
Sarah: I was just wondering about the freshness of stuff Ð if you 
order meat É 
William: It would have to be chilled. 
Susan: You can get boxes that stay below a certain temperature for 24 
hours Ð even with frozen goods. 
James: The only thing is for something thatÕs frozen you need 
something sealed. 
As the above vignettes make clear, delivery is in many and varied ways a 
challenging matter, especially when consumer choice is entered to the equation 
and discounts are attached to various methods such as the group shop and 
personal collection. Nevertheless, coordinating delivery is seen as the key way in 
which 4CG can add value to the local economy. 
Coordinating Supply 
Coordinating the supply of goods was also a major discussion topic. This largely 
revolved around two main means of coordination: traders supplying goods to 
4CG and 4CG collecting goods from traders. Both were seen to have their pros 
and cons, and both traded on an underlying vision of the shopping system: 
William: The traders É would É register their produce, with particular 
barcodes, online. So they take pictures of their produce Ð weÕd supply 
barcodes somehow - which theyÕd put on - the way I would see it is if 
somebody actually made an order, an email would go to each trader with 
the actual order and then they would get the barcodes, put them on 
whatever produce and then box that ready to go. How that box gets down 
to our stores or our van calls round and picks them up I donÕt know. 
The first posited coordination mechanism would involve 4CG setting up a 
Òcentral warehouseÓ, where traders would deposit bar-coded boxes. The perceived 
advantage of the warehouse was that it provides a store for non-perishable goods: 
Susan: WeÕd have a selection of what they sell in the shops; weÕd have 
it in our warehouse ready to go, with their barcodes on. Say Keith 
brings down a pallet full of baked beans and theyÕre all bar-coded. 
Every time someone wants baked beans, right, great, click Ð well 
thatÕs credited to his account. 
The downside of this solution is the costs that inevitably accompany setting up 
and running a warehouse: 
William: YouÕd have to set up all these racks; youÕd need staff there 
mornings and afternoons. 
Sarah: ThereÕs quite a lot of manpower involved putting together 
different boxes. It would be quite labour-intensive. 
Gordon: Security, blah, blah, blah. 
William: ItÕs a lot of additional Ð too much cost, I would say. 
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The alternative Ð collecting from traders Ð mitigates some of the perceived 
costs, but not all; a vehicle is required, someone to collect orders, and then there 
is the problem of actually coordinating collection in an orderly rather than 
haphazard manner if costs are to be kept under control. Complicating matters here 
is the distinction between perishable and non-perishable goods, the latter having 
to be collected on the day of delivery, which suggests that a combination of 
methods is required.  
Costs 
Costs, as can be seen above, are a recurrent theme in the boardÕs discussions, and 
they extend beyond issues to do with delivery and supply. The principle concern 
about cost, and one that drives various substantive considerations (cost of 
delivery, cost of supply, etc.), is to do with the sustainability of the proposed 
venture: 
William: ItÕs got to be sustainable, weÕve got to cover our costs at 
the end of the day, we canÕt just live on grass, so whatever the model 
we come up with Ð say the delivery vans and employees down here Ð then 
it has to be sustainable so the margin we would take from each shopper 
on each produce would cover our costs. 
The concern with sustainability manifests itself in various ways, ranging across 
cost calculations to equipment: 
William: WeÕve got to calculate - we havenÕt even worked out what kind 
of anticipated figures are. We havenÕt worked out cost estimations Ð 
what the delivery costs are É the volumes É how we can deliver it, how 
many people you need to deliver it, how much admin staff, software 
back-up support. Calculate the value for that first and then you work 
out - see the way I see it there would be a transaction for say 
delivery, to say 4CG because theyÕre doing the delivery, and then your 
additional costs, and then the rest of the monies would be distributed 
back to the traders. 
Sarah: If weÕve got to start buying chilled boxes and É 
James: I had a chat with Wynn and he was quoting about £8000 to £9000 
for a van with a refrigerated compartment inside it. 
William: With these kinds of things, see, normally you do market 
research and find a figure on what percentage of the local population 
would actually use this service, whatÕs the volume and the value they 
would actually spend and what percentage of that we would get back, 
and we could work out then whether that equates to the costs weÕve got 
down here. 
Anticipated volumes, delivery costs, staff, technical support, transaction charges, 
hardware and transport costs, etc., all have to be taken into account and calculated 
before any decision to invest in an online shop can be reached, and cost 
considerations need to balanced alongside the perceived risks of the enterprise. 
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Risks 
Risk visibly permeated the boardÕs discussions in the constant vying of options 
and alternatives: which business model to adopt, which delivery mechanisms, 
which supply mechanisms, etc.? Consideration of each of these substantive issues 
and more were driven by an inherent sense of risk. They are complemented by 
concerns with the impact of the proposed venture on the social fabric: 
Sarah: IÕm involved with É a food cooperative É people pre-order a bag 
of vegetables, or a bag of salad, or a bag of fruit; they have to come 
to the village hall to pick it up and in itself that creates some 
social contact É We also do local meat É fish as well É fresh bread, 
fresh cakes, craft stuff and you can have a cup of tea. The point is 
because people come and pick up their bag they have to have some 
social interaction, and thatÕs what youÕre talking about, is having 
that. 
The impact of online shopping on social interaction was manifest in various ways 
but it was not felt to be a major risk in itself. As one board member put it, Òyou 
can build up a relationship even if it is over the internet.Ó More serious was the 
perceived scope of the online shop and the complex array of challenges involved 
in federating a broad cohort of independent traders.  
A key concern with respect to this was the ability of traders to meet demand. 
This manifested itself in two ways: one with respect to supply failure (i.e., what 
happens if a trader doesnÕt deliver?) and the other with potential underlying 
causes that could have catastrophic effect:  
James: What about volumes? If itÕs high volumes - is the website going 
to be able to cope with all these orders coming in? These people at 
Glebelands [for example], how much are they going to produce? ItÕs 
going to be first-come, first-served, you know; if this takes off, all 
the production they can do there will be sold by the end of the week Ð 
itÕs economies of scale. 
Williams: I think it goes back to the sustainability thing at the end 
of the day and you need the volume. 
As these two extracts make clear, volume is a tricky matter, a doubled-edged 
sword. On the one hand it can be the source of failure due to there being a level of 
demand that exceeds the volumes local traders can deliver. On the other, it can be 
the source of failure due to there being too little demand and not enough turn over 
of produce and goods. Striking the balance and managing risk is key. 
Risk Management 
Risk management revolved around two key issues: market research, and roll out 
or deployment strategy for the online shop. Market research covered two areas: 
understanding just what goods the local shops could provide, and understanding 
just what services customers would want the online shop to provide. The latter 
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included consideration of who the core customers would be: locals or tourists 
who, as noted above, are key contributors to the local economy. It was felt that 
the local cohort was the primary target. A Òvisioning dayÓ Ð i.e., on open day 
hosted by 4CG - was planned to present ideas for the online shop to the local 
populace, to be complemented by a questionnaire to assess potential customer 
buy-in, evaluate proposals, and define how the shop should operate.  
The bulk of discussion regarding risk management revolved around roll out, 
and focused on piloting the online shop. This involved a number of distinct 
considerations: the initial reach of the shop, the nature of the pilot, and the trader 
and customer cohorts involved. The board members felt it important to constrain 
roll out: 
Sarah: I think to start it all-singing, all-dancing, straight across 
the board is not going to be right. 
William: We need to keep the model as simple as possible to start 
with. 
James: Define simple. 
William: Well a simpler model, I think, is - you have a zone, donÕt 
you?  
In addition to limiting the reach of the shop, and thereby constraining it to a 
clearly defined geographical area, piloting the shop was also considered to be an 
important step to take: 
Sarah: YouÕve got to run a trial, I think, first. You canÕt just jump 
in.  
William: É maybe just have a fixed customer-base for a period of time, 
say a month. You only allow say 100 customers to have a look at it, so 
youÕre keeping the numbers to a minimum - that allows us time to sort 
our problems out. 
James: Keep it simple to start with and then just see where things go 
afterwards 
Sarah: It might be better to try it for one day a week and make it a 
Thursday or a Friday when people know what theyÕre going to want for 
the weekend. Pilot it on a fairly small basis initially É then see if 
itÕs successful and scale it up accordingly. 
As the above vignette makes visible, the number of participants, duration and 
frequency of the pilot are all important ingredients in managing risk.  
Defining the trader and customer cohorts matters too: 
William: We need about ten traders for this - we need enough choice, 
but not too much to swamp the system. The one advantage that we have 
with 4CG is that É we have a level of trust, I think, from some on the 
High Street. So I think if we did start up something I think quite a 
few of them would trust us enough to give it a go anyway.  
While nailing down the trader cohort was relatively unproblematic, defining the 
customer cohort for the pilot was more of a challenge: 
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Sarah: I think you need to do a prototype. You need to have it running 
for a finite period of time with a finite number of people and just 
say to them look, would you just mind being guinea pigs? You know 
problems will show up then but they wonÕt kill the project because the 
people involved will be more tolerant. 
William: You want people who are tolerant to start off with. 
Susan: We could ask the shareholders. If the shareholders think it - 
if it works well with a few shareholders - we could handpick a few 
shareholders that would be willing to help us pilot this. 
James: You could always do like a PR thing. Like you have it only 
delivered for one day a week, but then you could say oh because 
thereÕs been so much weÕre now going to have to deliver on two days a 
week. 
Susan: It would be quite interesting if we could get somewhere up in 
Maesglas, you know, thereÕs a big estate at the top of Cardigan Ð if 
we could get from five to ten people, families up there, which would 
just help us pilot this. Ideally weÕd have a pocket with about ten 
families there. 
William: On one street or something? 
Susan: Definitely one estate where you could pilot this to see how it 
worked and what they need and if we could do it; and expand from there 
then. 
Risk management is, as can be seen, a complex matter centred on creating as safe 
a base as possible to assess the viability of the proposal, to identify and iron out 
problems, and to attract broader community interest in the scheme.  
Engaging the Local Community 
In addition to the proposed visioning day, the effort to attract broad community 
interest in the online shop was also a matter for technical discussion. The issues 
here were to do with reflecting the local character of the online shop as a feature 
of the shop itself, and were manifest in two particular ways. One, by displaying 
the locality of goods sold through the online shop, and two, by reflecting the local 
economic benefit accrued through use of the shop. It was projected that the first 
of these issues could be addressed by labelling products with different categories 
of ÔlocalnessÕ Ð e.g., that a product was grown or made locally. The second pillar 
of engagement involved representing the value of consumer spending to the local 
economy: 
William: It would be interesting if you could have some kind of a 
gauge on the website - a bar chart or a figure - which showed how much 
of the money you spent remains locally, and what it means to the local 
economy. How you actually present that I donÕt know but if you had a 
cumulative figure that would give people a warmer feeling - a kind of 
feel-good factor - itÕs a way of reflecting its usefulness back to the 
user. 
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Both methods were considered to be important ways of engaging the local 
community with the online shop, with the latter in particular conveying a concrete 
sense that customers would be Òdoing something useful and beneficial to 
society.Ó 
WhatÕs Keeping the Roof Up? 
In the course of describing our methodological orientation to this particular study 
we said that we are interested in understanding the Ôwork to make technology 
workÕ as this is Ôwhat keeps the roof onÕ the online shop Ð what holds the 
enterprise up and drives the adoption of technology. No technology is reported in 
this study and the reader might wonder what it is all about? We would point out, 
however, that just like a physical building, the roof goes on last, the walls before 
it, and both are built on top of the foundations. Our study of the occasioning of a 
local online cooperative shop makes those foundations visible. In doing so it 
reveals a host of organisational issues that shape and drive the online shop and 
inevitably hold it up. 
In elaborating our methodological orientation we said that we wanted to 
understand the invisible work that technology adoption turns upon. Our study 
reveals a distinct body of work involved in the occasioning of the online shop, 
which is occupied with the specification and configuration of an enterprise model 
the technology will have to support. The technology is subservient to this 
specification and configuration. While the technology figures in the board 
membersÕ talk it is not the primary object of membersÕ reasoning. Before its 
precise workings are considered, it is clearly essential to first give shape and form 
to the specific enterprise the technology is to support. Doing this is demonstrably 
a complex and challenging task that requires multiple organisational 
considerations be taken into account as is visible in the board membersÕ talk. 
The board membersÕ talk instructs us in detail that specifying and configuring 
the enterprise model turns upon a host of organisational ÔthingsÕ - defining the 
scope and function of the enterprise, coordinating delivery and supply, calculating 
costs, identifying risks, developing risk management strategies, and specifying 
ways and means of engaging the customer. These organisational matters are, of 
course, of broad concern Ð it is hard to imagine an enterprise that would not have 
to contend with them if it were to have any hope of success Ð but what interests us 
here is how these are themselves informed and shaped by an underlying concern 
with sustainability, which the online shop is ultimately accountable to. 
Sustainability has become an important topic within systems design over 
recent years, even spawning a dedicated field called Ôsustainable HCIÕ. When we 
consult this literature it is clear that the concerns of rural enterprise with 
sustainability (cooperative or not) are not well represented. DiSalvo et alÕs (2010) 
review of the field, for example, draws a picture in which sustainability revolves 
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around technologically-driven interests in exploiting sensing technologies to 
persuade people to adopt sustainable behaviours Ð to underscore the point, of their 
review of over 150 papers in the field over 90% were about Ôpersuasive 
technologyÕ, Ôambient awarenessÕ and Ôpervasive sensingÕ.  
It might be argued that while sustainability is of broad interest in systems 
design, the current focus is rather narrow in scope (but not ambition). Where 
enterprise does figure in the literature, then it is largely as a problem rather than a 
solution, as a key driver of our carbon and broader ecological ÔfootprintsÕ. The 
burden of effort in design would appear to be to leverage sensing technologies to 
make us aware of the impact of this, rather than to Ôre-vision consumptionÕ, which 
as Goodman (2009) tells us Òis a distinctly minority approachÓ within sustainable 
HCI and design more generally. Our study of 4CG is a study in this neglected 
area of sustainability. We believe it is an important area despite its current 
ÔminorityÕ status. The contribution of the rural economy to UK GDP, for 
example, was £211 billion in 2013 (Phillipson and Turner 2013), some 40% more 
than the much-vaunted financial services sector. This sector is key to Ôre-
visioning consumptionÕ and re-shaping our ecological footprints, and our study of 
4CG provides us with a rare insight into some key issues on which this turns.  
Locality 
Re-visioning consumption demonstrably turns for 4CG on understanding locality. 
The local plays out in two distinct respects: it is both the topic of sustainability 
and the resource for bringing it about. Thus, sustainability is aimed at improving 
the local economy by developing the local economy. The local is not a matter of 
branding, but the very locus of efforts to re-vision consumption. The effort clearly 
trades on a contested and contestable rhetoric of what is and is not local. Settling 
the matter is not straightforward, but is contingent, plastic, open to revision. It can 
include the global but it only insofar as it delivers demonstrable value ÔhereÕ to 
ÔusÕ. Reworking the relationship between the global and the local is, then, key to 
re-visioning consumption. 
Strategy 
The reworking is done in terms of formulating future strategies for reconfiguring 
both the global and the parochial to add (or extract) local value. There is no 
single strategy, rather a multiplicity vie alongside and with one another. Strategies 
compete, they are accepted, rejected, put on hold, and picked up again. They are 
worked up with respect to what is known about the global and the parochial and 
how they might be leveraged to best advantage ÔhereÕ, for ÔusÕ. They are also 
worked up with respect to what is known about enterprise, about how business 
ticks and what needs to be done to make it tick. The re-visioning of consumption 
is not a fundamental re-visioning of business but how business might be done. 
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Expertise 
Re-visioning consumption turns, then, upon expertise. Local expertise and with it 
an understanding of just what can be leveraged locally to add value to the global 
and the parochial. Strategic reasoning to rework the relationship between the two 
and formulate new local configurations of enterprise. And business acumen to 
ensure that forward-looking strategies offer a realistic prospect of delivering the 
anticipated local value. The requisite expertise is not uniform in nature but 
manifold and many layered, marrying different perspectives on the local, the 
strategic, and enterprise together to develop a rounded and coherent re-visioning 
of consumption that delineates the stakeholders, their relationships and the value 
chains between them. 
Engagement  
Re-visioning consumption also turns upon community engagement. This is not 
only a matter Ôtesting the waterÕ and Ômanaging riskÕ. ItÕs about building the local 
community and creating the context within which the necessary local 
reconfiguration can occur. ItÕs about reaching out, making contact, sounding out, 
involving, and building momentum. It is perhaps the most difficult part of the 
mix, the most unpredictable, the most whimsical: the interest might be there but 
actually turning people around is no easy matter. The lesson from 4CG is that it 
takes time, that engagement is an ongoing matter, that it is multi-faceted and 
always oriented towards engendering the community with a stake in re-visioning 
exercises and a sense of ownership. 
Sustainability First 
Unlike sustainability in HCI, technology is not the driver in re-envisioning 
consumption. The driver is sustainability, and not sustainability in general, not 
sustainability as a global problem that we all need to be aware of and do 
something about, but sustainability as a local concern, as something that 
preoccupies Ôjust usÕ, Ôjust hereÕ. The reconfigurations that are required to sustain 
consumption locally are what drive consumptionÕs re-visioning, not technological 
concerns. Technology is subservient to the local. ItÕs role is subsequent and 
partial, but one of the web of means for reconfiguring global and parochial 
relationships, just part of the enterprise model required to add local value. 
Conclusion 
We have presented a study of the occasioning of an online shop, which is 
intended to add value to the local economy of small market town in rural Wales. 
We appreciate the ready way in which a single study of a small rural enterprise in 
the back of beyond might be dismissed. It is worth noting in conclusion then that 
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4CG was the overall winner of Towns Alive 2013 (BBC 2013). The award was 
premised on 4CGÕs regeneration of CardiganÕs local economy, and it brings with 
it broader recognition of the exemplary nature of its work. We are not merely 
recounting tales from the boondocks then. In exploring 4CGÕs turn to technology 
as another means of enhancing the rural economy, we begged the methodological 
question, Ôwhat keeps the roof on the online shopÕ in a bid to understand the 
invisible work involved in constructing the technology and putting it to use. 
Inspecting the work elaborates what drives the adoption of technology in this 
context and the organisational issues which shape it. These issues are of broad 
relevance to parties who would turn to online shops to support rural economies. 
They point to the importance of defining a) the scope and function of the 
enterprise, b) delivery and supply coordination, c) costs, d) risks and risk 
management strategies, and e) specific ways and means of engaging the local 
customer base. Perhaps more significant, however, are the broader social and 
economic concerns that drive and shape the definition of these organisational 
issues, which put a much neglected area of sustainability centre stage: the 
collaborative Ôre-visioning of consumptionÕ - reconfiguring the relationship 
between the global and the parochial, reshaping the ecological footprint, and 
adding even greater value to local enterprise and the communities it operates 
within than is achieved by merely moving online. In this respect, our study of 
4CG opens up the re-visioning of consumption as an important research topic and 
investigation of its collaborative characteristics as key to understanding and 
driving broader sustainability agendas in systems development and society at 
large. Note: Since this paper was written the software that was developed by the 
University of Nottingham was handed over to the social enterprise concerned and 
a website is currently under development and being implemented to host the 
service.  
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